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all the functions of the program are created using the best algorithms and the company has focused on the speed and
effectiveness of the work with the 3d objects. the company also performed a large number of tests to ensure that the program
runs fast in the case of graphics cards with low graphics drivers, and has a graphical interface that is capable of displaying the

data in the interface and load them in the memory quickly. the result was that nanocad 8.5 runs faster, the interface looks
more attractive, and the size of the application is smaller than it was in the past. in this version, the company used the best

algorithms for 3d objects, with the result that the user can get a high performance from the program and the work with the 3d
objects. the company also focused on the speed and effectiveness of the work with the 3d objects, and the company also
performed a large number of tests to ensure that the program runs fast in the case of graphics cards with low graphics

drivers, and has a graphical interface that is capable of displaying the data in the interface and load them in the memory
quickly. the result was that nanocad 8.5 runs faster, the interface looks more attractive, and the size of the application is

smaller than it was in the past. nanocad supports the creation of a single drawing file in pdf format. this allows for the
complete separation of the design from the drawing format. in addition, the pdf file can be shared with others on a project

basis, as well as exported and stored in the cloud. nanocad can now not only be used to draw on a sheet of paper, but also as
a drawing tool for the view of models. previously, the view module has only allowed for 2d drawing. the new version of the

view submodule, in addition to 2d drawing, allows for work in 3d. in fact, nanocad is the only program that supports the
viewing of models in both 2d and 3d.
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the newest version of the
platform, nanocad 3.5, is
designed to improve the
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performance of the whole
platform. unlike previous
versions, nanocad 3.5 is
compatible with windows

7 and xp. version 3.5
includes the following

improvements: the new
architecture of the
system, including a

modular library of scalable
and modifiable. a

simplified user interface
for operation in the
geometry building
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process. an improved
system of working with

cad files created by users.
it is possible to use the

new nanocad 3.5 to create
dwg files in a convenient
and fast way by using an
easy-to-use import tool.

the new version of
nanocad is not only

compatible with windows
7 and xp, but it also has a
streamlined user interface,

allowing you to work
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faster and better. the new
version includes the

following improvements:
an improved interface,
including a streamlined
graphic and navigation

tools. a simplified
interface for working with
3d models, including the
ability to quickly create
the necessary data and
load them into the 3d

environment. the
possibility of working with
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dwg source files. the new
architecture of the
system, including a

modular library of scalable
and modifiable. a new
library of objects that

allows you to quickly and
easily create geometry. a
simplified user interface

for operation in the
geometry building

process. nanocad 3.0 is
the first version of the

platform compatible with
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windows xp and vista. in
this new version of the

product, nanocad can use
the windows address

book, and to install the
latest version of the

operating system
(nanocad not yet) you

need to go to the control
panel and select the
option for the system

"apply windows updates".
in addition, nanocad 3.0

includes several
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improvements to the user
interface, bringing the

user-friendly interface to a
new level. 5ec8ef588b
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